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MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF SCHOOL

Welcome back! At the start of each school year, I feel re-energized and look forward to
seeing what the academic year will bring. This year is certainly no exception, especially
as we have made our way back towards more normal times. Our Strategic Plan has given
us a roadmap for the next five years—prioritizing Forward Focused Learning, Building
Community, Wellbeing and Sustainability—and while we will intentionally advance
goals under each of these Four Pillars, we’d like to really hone in on building community
at the start of this new school year.
Our EDI Commitment states: We aim to foster an inclusive and equitable environment
that embraces diversity. Through education and courage, we are committed to cultivating
a pluralistic environment as we work together to remove barriers so that everyone feels
welcomed, understood and valued. Welcomed. Understood. Valued. These are our goals.
We want to make our School a better place for everyone.
Every person is looking for their place in the world. We want our students to pursue
their passions to find their unique purpose in the world. Students need to feel seen, safe
and supported–this strong sense of community contributes to the overall success of our
students. Studies confirm that students cannot focus on concepts and that their learning
is adversely impacted if they are worried about interpersonal or social-emotional issues.
Community is one of our school values, and as part of building community, we are
committed to strengthening engagement with families and alumni. For our current
families, I encourage you to take part in the many activities offered by Parents’ Council
and to make time for events hosted by the School, including our Collingwood Parent
Conference, other guest speaker series, affinity groups and on-site events. For our
Alumni, please be on the lookout this fall for our first alumni survey in more than ten
years—we want to learn more about your experiences as students and how to improve
our connection with you as adults.
For both families and Alumni, we welcome you to enrich student learning by considering
volunteering your time or your professional expertise in the classroom, as a guest
speaker, or as a mentor to a Senior School student as we look to expand the opportunities
for real-world and experiential learning across the Four Strands. This is connected to
Forward Focused Learning as well as we look to deepen and expand connections with
local and global partners to generate authentic learning experiences for students of all
ages.
There’s some terrific examples of some of the work already being done on this front that
you can read about in this issue of Bridge. Be sure to read the Gr. 4 Pilot Project article.
And, don’t miss the Q & A opposite this page, to learn more about our new Principal of
the Senior School, Martin Jones. We are so excited to have Mr. Jones with us to lead the
Morven team and look forward to introducing him to our community at the Welcome
Back BBQ!

Lisa Evans,
Head of School
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MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF SCHOOL

Getting to know Martin Jones, our new Head of Morven
Where are you from? Where did you go to school?
I grew up in South Surrey, BC. I attended Semiahmoo Secondary and graduated from
Elgin Park. I then attended University of Victoria (to follow my rugby passion) and later
Simon Fraser University for my graduate degree.
What motivated you to become an educator?
My primary connection to education was through sport. I played many sports growing
up and volunteered as a coach to give back to the sporting community. I realized my
passion for working with children and young adults through coaching. I am motivated
by how coaches and educators can help young adults become better than they think
they can be.
Where have you worked previously?
Following graduation from UVic, I traveled and worked in New Zealand. It was an
amazing experience. I got to coach rugby at one of the most prestigious schools in
the country. I then returned to Canada and began working at Mulgrave. I have been in
various roles at Mulgrave for the last 19 years.

Martin, Finn, Megan and Esme

What role do you see technology playing in the future of education?
Technology is already playing a massive role in providing access to information and the
increased ability to collaborate with others- we saw this develop significantly through
the pandemic. I think technology has the potential to provide very personalized (and
hopefully individualized) learning pathways for each student. While there are already
several metrics we can use to support student learning in many areas, there is still an
opportunity for further use of technology to help students along a customized pathway
to their specific needs. This is impossible to do with one teacher in a room of students
but can be managed with technology.
What do you think you will be known for at Collingwood?
I hope I am known for a few things. First, my strong connections with students,
colleagues and the community. Also, my sense of innovation.
What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
I enjoy a wide variety of outdoor activities such as mountain biking, skiing, surfing
and camping.
Do you have a favourite sports team?
Yes, many! Canucks, Seahawks and the New Zealand All Blacks to name a few.
What is your favourite musical artist?
Nirvana (but I am also a huge fan of any hip hop).
What is the most interesting item on your bucket list?
Surfing in Indonesia.
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#WENTWORTH

collingwood school

Incredible work by two Gr 7 students who
designed and made signs for our local
trails using the laser cutter. It took a bit of
research to get the translation right! We
love this!

💙💛

Add a comment...

collingwood school

Congratulations Wentworth for raising
over $10,000 in support of BC Children’s
Hospital on Jeans Day! Thanks to all our
families and friends for supporting and
participating. #jeanup

Add a comment...

collingwood school
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collingwood school

2G have completed social studies unit
which celebrated Canadian artist Roy
Henry Vickers. Students created their
own Vickers-inspired pieces. Beautiful
work!!

👏👏

Add a comment...

collingwood school

Our Wentworth Track & Fielders
crushed their last meet! Our students
played hard and came away with big
smiles and lots of hardware. We love
this!!
#gocavs

💛💙

Add a comment...

collingwood school

collingwood school

It’s Earth Week at Wentworth! Thanks Gr
1 for giving us some tips on how we can
do small things to be mindful of the earth
and minimize our footprint by reducing our
waste and energy use.

🌏

Add a comment...

collingwood school

Last week’s student-led conferences
proved to be a great opportunity for
students to develop their individual
empowerment and agency. Thanks to
our families for your amazing support!!!

Add a comment...

collingwood school

#MORVEN

collingwood school

As part of our PHE curriculum, Gr 10
students take Emergency First Aid & CPR
training. Thanks to St. John’s Ambulance
for teaching our students these life saving
skills!

Add a comment...

collingwood school

Big shout out to everyone involved in this
spring’s production of Murder On The
Orient Express. It was so wonderful to
once again host live performances in our
theatre. Bravo

👏

Add a comment...

collingwood school

collingwood school

Madame Dey’s French 8 class spent
their first day back on a service field trip
with @backpackbuddiesbc. We love this
partnership and it was so great to finally
reconnect in person!

Add a comment...

collingwood school

Celebrating our CW Lifers today with
visits from a few of their favourite
Wentworth teachers. One of our most
favourite traditions! We love all the
memories.
#classof2022

💙💛

Add a comment...

collingwood school

See these events as they happen, follow us:

collingwood school

This week our Environmental Science
12 class went urban farming at Loutet
Farms. It was a great day to get outside
and get our hands dirty learning about
soil & sustainable farming! @the_egp

Add a comment...

collingwood school

Congrats to our Drum Corps who placed
2nd in Provincials yesterday! Also
competing, in the exhibition class, was
our Community Drumline. Fantastic job,
Drummers!!!! #gocavs

Add a comment...

collingwood school
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MADE POSSIBLE
THROUGH YOUR
DONATIONS TO THE
TARTAN FUND

The Gr.4 Pilot Project
An innovative Wentworth program embraces forward focused learning

LIKE MANY ADULTS, you might remember sitting in an
elementary school classroom counting down the minutes
until you were released to go outside. Luckily for kids today
much has changed. We now understand the importance of
finding ways to engage young minds to inspire explorations,
connections and ideas. Through the inquiry process, classes
explore questions in a topic area that inspire their students’
curiosity and engagement. What’s weird about this topic? What’s
cool about it? Is someone or something being helped or harmed?
Is there something that’s morally right or wrong? Is there a
buried treasure we might find if we look closely? Is there a secret
to discover or a puzzle we can solve? Not surprisingly, when
students find a topic intriguing, they generally want to learn
more about it.
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With the rollout of Collingwood’s Strategic
Plan this year, Wentworth created an
Academic Innovation Committee. This
committee aims to support Collingwood’s
Forward Focused Learning pillar at the
elementary level through the design of
projects and programs that challenge
our students to dive deeper into their
learning opportunities and step beyond
the traditional classroom setting. After
generating a wealth of ideas and plans, the
committee was faced with an intriguing
question of their own. Where to begin?
The answer turned out to be the Gr. 4 Pilot
Project.
So what exactly was the Gr. 4 Pilot Project?
Throughout last spring, Collingwood’s
Gr. 4 students had the opportunity to
participate in an immersive, forward
focused, 4-week learning experience that
explored climate change.
The project began with a week of
activities, experiments and other
experiences designed to help provide

students with an introduction to climate
change and an understanding of how
and why it’s happening. Next, students
“became experts” through a series of
four stations that explored the results
of climate change: fires, floods, soil
erosion and warming/rising oceans. Each
station included a variety of enriching
educational experiences ranging from
videos and games to interviews with
subject experts to science experiments to
field study in collaboration with several
local organizations. (Huge shout out to
Collingwood alumni Kennedy Weiss ’21,
McKinley Kennedy 20’ and Isabella Parker
’19 who joined the project as interns and
assisted throughout.) Students were
prompted to see the learning embedded
in their experiences and encouraged to
explain through reflections what they
learned through their days in the field.
Students were empowered to look for
solutions to the climate change challenges
we face and come up with an action plan
in one of the four areas.

THE INQUIRY PROCESS:
STUDENT-CENTRED LEARNING
• Create question
• Research (not just reading,
include interviews, podcasts,
etc.)
• What questions do you have
based on research?
• Learning Activities (set goals,
timelines, competencies)
• Assessment - students create
statement for each competency
area
• Next steps - set actions and
goals for moving forward
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MO ND AY

INTRODUCTION
See/Think/
Wonder: Carbon
Sinks.
Sorting Activity.
HOOK VIDEO:
Call To Learning
for Climate
Education
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TU ESD AY

What is
your carbon
footprint?
LESSON PLAN:
What is
Your Carbon
Footprint?

TU ESD AY

What is the
carbon cycle
and why is it
important?
ACTIVITY: Play
COSEE’s Carbon
Cycle Game

TH UR SD AY

How are polar
bears being
impacted by
climate change?
Story writing
lesson.
AFTERNOON:
Kay Meek Arts
Centre for
Spring Dance
Showcase!

FRI DA Y

Global Warming
experiments with
Gr. 7s
SCIENCE SPARKS:
Melting Polar Ice
Caps

FEATURE

STUDENT REFLECTIONS
I discovered that you don’t
have to keep your learning in
the classroom, it can happen
anywhere.
- Ava, Gr. 4

I discovered that one experience
can spark a lot of new ideas when
it comes to looking for solutions
to climate change.
For their final project, students were
given the opportunity to choose the
form in which they would present
their learnings and ideas for solutions.
Students’ presentations could take the
form of media (like a podcast), data
(like infographics), or story (like short
fiction). These choices of form also serve
to encourage students to share their
learnings with others to inspire positive
change. In addition to their teachers, the
Gr. 4’s provided their first big audience.
Several students were also selected to
present their projects to Collingwood’s
Senior Leadership Team.
Of course, the Gr. 4 Pilot Project leads
to another important question. What’s
going to be the next major forward
focused learning initiative at Wentworth?
Stay tuned.

Blair, Gr. 4

We need to learn to live
sustainably if we want to keep our
Earth healthy. We need to reduce
our carbon footprint.
- Rebecca, Gr. 4
“A highlight of this project, for the
teachers and students, was collapsing
our traditional subject-focused
timetable model and transforming
into community-based learning groups.
It was inspiring to watch the Gr. 4’s
connecting with their focus groups
and researching their passions.”

What I have learned has allowed
me to grow and better understand
what I need to do next when it
comes to helping with climate
change.

- Jacquelyn Johnson,
Wentworth Math Teacher

If change-makers change the
world, you can too! We need
to work together to keep our
planet healthy.

- Arianna Gr. 4

Alex, Gr. 4
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ROBOCAVS TAKE
ON THE WORLD
Students travel to Dallas to compete in the VEX Robotics World Championships

Updates from the competition by Paul Rogers, Morven STEM Teacher

MAY 2
This morning at 3:45 am our intrepid roboticians met
at the airport to go take on the world. This is quite
literally a World Championship. The senior team will
be competing against 820 other teams, and the middle
school team against 400. Teams are coming from all
over the world. The list is too long, but attendees include
students from countries such as Canada, Taiwan, the
UK, Kazakhstan, Puerto Rico, Columbia, Mexico, New
Zealand, South Korea, the Philippines, and Singapore. For
each team, their robot is a result of hundreds of hours of
designing, building, testing, re-designing, coding, more
testing, a lot of teeth-knashing and a bit of magic. This
senior team has even put together a reveal video of their
robot, the 5th version of this robot they have built.

10
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MAY 4
Last night was the opening ceremony, with our very own
Tommy Meng walking into the stadium carrying the flag to
represent Canada. 8000 spectators watched and cheered.
The atmosphere here is amazing. I have talked to teams
from England, Mexico, Ireland, South Korea and all over
the U.S. Teams decorate their pit areas with banners and
flags, and most teams came with wrist bands or buttons
or stickers to trade and collect. Our kids are now wearing
backpacks covered in pins. The Middle School Tournament
kicks off today. Robotics competitions are a 2v2 event with
every team randomly assigned an Alliance Partner for
each match. They will play 11 matches over the next day
and a half leading up to the playoffs. Most of our alliance
partners are from the U.S. but we are also partnered with
a team from Kazakhstan and one from Japan. We will also
be competing against teams from Alberta, Quebec and
Australia.

FEATURE

MAY 5
Today saw the end of the line for our intrepid
Middle School Robocavs. Their tournament
started off on the wrong foot as they went
two wins and two losses over their first four
matches. Their fortunes changed, however, as
they went into a match partnered with the team
from Kazakhstan. This match was an epic battle
and saw them earning their highest points total of
the tournamen. The Robocavs then went on to win
five straight and climbed to 14th in the division.
The playoffs are a single-elimination event, with
32 of the 71 teams taking part in the divisional
playoffs. Unfortunately, our first playoff match
was against the very good team from Kazakhstan
and we lost 176 to 60, and our tournament was
over. Now the focus turned to the Senior Team.
Their tournament is just getting started and
today was their opening ceremonies, pit setup,
robot inspection and practice opportunities. 818
teams will compete in 10 divisions at the Senior
level. Alwyn Tong had the privilege of walking in
carrying the flag to represent Canada. Their first
matches start tomorrow and run through Saturday
morning. If they progress to the divisional
playoffs, that will occur Saturday afternoon.

MAY 7
I am sorry to report that the Robocavs have fallen. Today started with some
difficulties that placed us in 32nd spot with our path to the playoffs in other
teams’ hands. As the final matches of the divisional play wrapped up, many of
the results worked for us, with teams above us losing. This saw us rise to 28th at
the end of all regular matches and were selected as partners by the 22nd ranked
team from Maine. We fought hard and never gave up, but it was not to be. Kevin
drove masterfully and did most of the scoring for their alliance. Alwyn worked the
strategy side, communicating with the other team to maximize both offence and
defence. The team was heartbroken at the result, but I am sure, with time, they
will look back on all they have done with pride. I would also like to update you on
the Senior team’s final Skills score. They finished all of their driver control and
autonomous runs today and ended up with a tournament-wide ranking of 47th
out of the 818 teams competing. That also places them at 197th on the year-long
skills list for all teams worldwide. With 20,000 VEX teams worldwide, that is an
amazing accomplishment!

ROBOCAVS TEAMS
WHO QUALIFIED FOR
CHAMPIONSHIP:
9594S (Senior Team)
Kevin Qu
Alwyn Tong
Dominic Kowalski
Quinn Reynolds
9594A (Middle School Team)
Tommy Meng
Rasta Piri
Abereena Xu
Eric Tam
Jungyoon Park

THE 2022 VEX ROBOTICS
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
This competition brought over
3,000 teams from 36 nations
together to celebrate STEM
excellence. Student-led teams
ranging from elementary to
university-level showcased their
strategy, teamwork, and desire
to be crowned champions at
this world-class global event
held at the Kay Bailey Hutchison
Convention Center in Dallas,
Texas.
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WENTWORTH
RUGBY
Our flourishing junior school rugby
program means an exciting future
for our senior teams

“I love rugby because all the players need to work hard
together to be successful. Rugby always challenges me
physically and emotionally on the field and off the field, I
love hanging out with my friends. I am extremely excited
to move to Morven because I want to experience the next
level of rugby and meet new players.”
- Tryton Haddad, Gr.7

RUGBY IS AN IMMENSELY POPULAR and growing sport because
of its strategic nature, fast pace, team play and accessibility. And
most of all, because it is fun. Unlike just about any other team
sport, rugby is about all players having the same opportunity
to run with the ball, pass the ball, and play defence. It is very
difficult to dominate a game with one really good player. You
need everyone to participate, and because of that, everyone gets
to participate.
Unlike many elementary schools, students at Wentworth are
offered the opportunity to play rugby starting in Gr. 3 with the
non-contact flag version. This past year 15 students signed up
to play. Contact starts with the Gr. 4 and 5 program, which has
grown in popularity. This past year, Collingwood had 27 Gr. 4
and 5 athletes playing rugby, and they even attended a rugby
tournament in Victoria. Our Gr. 7 team featured 20 athletes who
are excited about moving up to Morven this fall and taking their
next step in rugby.
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Our coaches believe there are a number of benefits to starting
rugby early in an athlete’s development. Rugby is a particularly
good sport for encouraging and developing young athletes’
hand/eye coordination and catching abilities. The nature of the
game also encourages players to keep their head up and look for
the ball. And, like most team sports, playing rugby also helps
young athletes develop important skills such as teamwork,
communication, respect, discipline and resilience. Another
one of the great things about rugby is that it is an extremely
inclusive sport due to the diverse nature of participant roles.
Rugby really is a game for all shapes and sizes, so there is a
place for everyone. Wentworth rugby teams are also considered
co-ed, and there are a growing number of girls that play each
year. So be sure to watch for information about joining the
Wentworth rugby program.
Collingwood Athletics Director David Speirs was a member of
Canada’s 1991 World Cup team that made it all the way to the
quarterfinals. In 2018, the team was inducted into the B.C. Sports
Hall of Fame.

FEATURE

No longer waiting
in the wings
Freaky Friday marks the long-awaited return of musicals to Morven

“I have loved how diverse the cast
and crew are and how we are
all learning so much during the
process.”
- Monique Kelly, Gr. 12

“From being in the musical, I have
learned that anyone really, truly can
do it. It’s simply a matter of fully
committing when you are given the
opportunity.”
- Jake DeLuise, Gr. 12

BASED ON THE BELOVED 1972 NOVEL by Mary Rodgers, Freaky
Friday is the story of an uber-organized mother and her spontaneous
teenage daughter who magically swap bodies and have just one day
to put things right. Masquerading as each other, they must work
together to solve the mystery of how to break the spell. By spending
a day in each other’s shoes, they come to appreciate one another in a
way they could never have imagined. In the end, both learn the true
power of love and the strength and potential of teamwork.

“Step out of your comfort zone, you
will have a great experience no
matter how large of a role you have.
Whether you are part of choir, band,
dance or none, there is always a spot
for you in the musical.”
- Alwyn Tong, Gr. 12
duction of

Teamwork is an appropriate theme, given what it takes to put on a
musical production. “Musical theatre presents a unique opportunity
for collaboration between the arts as it features theatre, dance, music
and design,” said Cara Tench, Morven Performing Arts Teacher who,
along with Luke McAndless-Davis, Morven Choir and Music Teacher,
is leading the Freaky Friday production. “I couldn’t think of a better
way to celebrate the return of live performances than a musical
that brings all the performing arts disciplines together in a joyous
celebration,” added McAndless-Davis. “You could feel the bubbling
anticipation in the room from the first rehearsal to the last show.”
Freaky Friday premiered in mid-June with electrifying performances
for their live audiences. Musicals at Morven are back and here to
stay. Watch out for an announcement in the coming months about
this year’s musical production!

Musicals at Morven's Pro

Book by
Bridget Carpenter

Music by
Tom Kitt

Lyrics by
Brian Yorkey

y Friday by
Based on the novel Freak
MARY RODGERS
and the Disney films

0pm
June 14 & 15 7:0
Theatre
Darlene S. Howard

FREAKY FRIDAY ONE ACT

EDITION

Theatre International (MTI).
arrangement with Musical
by MTI.
is presented through special
materials are also supplied
All authorized performance
MTISHOWS.COM
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For more pictures, see the Photo Gallery
section of collingwood.org

FEATURE

The Dora Love Prize
Learning about the attitudes that led to the Holocaust
DORA LOVE, A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR, spent much of her life
raising awareness about the attitudes that made the Holocaust
possible. This intolerance, discrimination and hatred of those
we see as different still exists around us today. While Dora
Love passed away in 2011, the University of Essex hosts the
Dora Love Prize to ensure her work continues. Each year a
student project is selected which best expresses what was most
important to Dora Love: speaking up against hatred wherever
it occurs, never forgetting the ultimate consequence of
seemingly small acts of discrimination, and developing a sense
of personal responsibility. The winning entry is then provided
funding and advice by the university to turn their proposal into
reality. Originally intended for students in Essex and Suffolk,
England, Collingwood School is the first international school
to take part in the competition. In addition to learning about
the Holocaust, students also explored these attitudes through
the lens of colonialism in Canada. The output from their
project was on display at Morven in June and the Dora Love
Prize awards ceremony was hosted during the summer.

As part of the Dora Love Prize project, Morven students took part in a
virtual talk by Holocaust Survivor Lillian Boraks-Nemetz.

“We believe that participating in the Dora Love Prize will not
only reinforce holocaust awareness, but further strengthen
our students’ commitment to equality, diversity and
inclusion.”
-Ben Lane, Morven Socials and English Teacher

Jade Han, Hailey Xi, Mike Alexander, Rebecca Sun, Mila Scholz
As part of their research for the Dora Love Prize project, four students
attended the exhibition “We are the Land, We are the Water” by
Anishinaabe artist Mike Alexander at the Massy Arts Society. The
students were there working on their curatorial skills and were lucky
enough to meet Mr. Alexander.

18
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

ADMISSIONS
ADMISSIONS

As we all know, our community is the best source of new student
applications. If you know of any families who are interested in
Collingwood School, we encourage you to let them know about
the return of in-person Open House events and our virtual
Connect Over Coffee events to learn more about our School, our
admissions process for the 2023-24 school year and our financial
assistance program for Gr. 6–12 students. More information
about these events is available collingwood.org/admissions.
Financial Assistance
Collingwood School’s Financial Assistance
Program provides financial support for
qualified families of incoming or enrolled
Gr. 6-12 students. For more information
about our Financial Assistance Program
and the application process, please contact
lindsay.thierry@collingwood.org.

UNIVERSITY GUIDANCE
ADMISSIONS

Collingwood Case Studies
In the United States, highly selective universities and colleges
have a certain cachet, with walled campuses surrounded
by mystery. What does it take to get in? Unlike Canadian
admissions, which are often based on percentage grades alone,
US admissions incorporate not only grades but also qualitative
factors such as reference letters and personal statements. This
holistic process and the resulting decisions can seem baffling
and inscrutable. As an antidote to the confusion, Mr. Chris Payne
brought case studies to our School.

Case Studies participants find that engagement in the breakout
room discussion produces the most robust learning takeaways.
With limited time, the committee must split hairs to determine
the best-fit candidate for Red Brick, and deliberations often
come down to the wire. In this way, families come to understand
the real-world conditions of admissions, learning what matters –
and what doesn’t – on a student’s application. Extracurriculars,
essays, reference letters, background context, and even typos on
the application can all tip the scales.

Collingwood Case Studies is a series of evening events targeted
toward Gr. 10 and 11 families whose students are considering
applying to the US. With the wonders of digital conferencing
technology, we create small breakout rooms where students
and parents can step into the shoes of admissions officers
and discuss mock student applications to the fictitious “Red
Brick University.” Our participants then determine whether
“Stephanie,” “Michelle,” and “David,” will be admitted,
waitlisted or denied.

One significant benefit of the program is assistance from current
US admissions officers. They lead the discussion and wait to
reveal their home institutions until the conclusion of the event.
In the past, we’ve seen colleges as diverse in size, location and
offerings as UCLA in California, Trinity University in Texas, and
Barnard College in New York.
A special thanks to Mr. Payne for recruiting university reps and
organizing this opportunity in collaboration with Shawnigan
Lake School and Brentwood College School on Vancouver Island.
Stay tuned for an announcement regarding upcoming sessions.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

PARENTS’ COUNCIL
ADMISSIONS

On behalf of the entire Parents’ Council, we would like to extend
a warm welcome to both our returning and new families for the
2022/23 school year!
Did you know that each and every parent at Collingwood is a
member of our Parents’ Council? Our Parents’ Council Executive
Committee consists of up to 20 elected positions and a variety
of off-council coordinators and volunteers, which then work as
a team to represent the entire parent community. Our mission
is to build a strong and inclusive Collingwood community while
being fiscally responsible and applying sustainable practices.
Parents’ Council is thrilled to offer a variety of events and
activities throughout the coming school year, all of which are
meant to engage and connect our school community. From
book clubs and wine tastings to the dog walking club and floral
arranging, we hope there is something to suit everyone. If you
have any creative suggestions for clubs or activities, we would
love to hear from you! Please connect with Eileen Lian and
Sophia Moctezuma at cwconnections@mycw.org to share your
ideas.
We are optimistic that this year will allow for even more of our
Parents’ Council initiatives to occur in person and, in turn, a
variety of opportunities for parent volunteerism to be available.
Getting involved as a parent volunteer is the perfect way to
connect with others in our school community, set a good
example for your student(s), and, most importantly, have fun!
If you are interested in learning about volunteer opportunities,
please email our Volunteer Coordinator Camille Shariff at
pcvolunteers@mycw.org
We can’t wait to experience this new school year with you, and
look forward to creating new memories & friendships between
us all!
Kristen Langdon, PC Chair
Athena Kondopulos, PC Vice Chair

DO YOU HAVE AN IDEA
FOR PARENTS AND FAMILIES
TO CONNECT?

Email pcchair@mycw.org

Where to find Parents’ Council members and volunteer
this year:
• Grade Wide Coffee Mornings: these casual format meetings
allow you the chance to meet and mingle with fellow parents,
while hearing everything you need to know for the term
ahead
• Unishop: with 4 sales dates throughout the school year,
Unishop is not only a fabulous resource to purchase gently
used uniform pieces, but also a great parent volunteer
opportunity
• Festive Craft Day: this much loved Collingwood tradition offers
students in K through Gr. 3 the chance to create a special
winter craft to take home for a loved one
• Bingo: a fun filled evening for all our Wentworth families
to try their luck at being the first to call Bingo
• Teacher & Staff Appreciation Lunches: offered at both
campuses in the spring, these special luncheons are served to
those who make our School so incredibly wonderful for our
students
• Spring Fair: our signature event of the year! In April, the
Morven campus is transformed into a country fair, truly
offering something for everyone
• Parent Party: be it a casual BBQ, a formal Gala, or something
in between, a Collingwood Parent Party event brings together
our entire parent community to create special memories and
connections
• Grade-Wide Book Clubs: the perfect way to meet and socialize
with fellow parents while discussing new book selections
• Cultural Celebrations: Parents’ Council loves to support events
that showcase the diversity of our school community, such as
Lunar New Year and Nowruz— Persian New Year
Please visit our webpage at collingwood.org/parentscouncil to
get the most up to date information on upcoming events.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

ALUMNOTES
ADMISSIONS

Alumni profile: Taisha Teal Wayrynen ’11
Taisha is an Art Therapist and Artist and this past spring
was featured at Art Vancouver, Western Canada’s most
prestigious art fair that brings together respected local,
national and international artists and galleries.
Tell us about your life after Collingwood. After graduation,
I took some time off and went travelling around Europe.
Once I returned to Vancouver, I studied at Capilano University and received
my Associate’s Degree concentrating in Psychology. Then I went to SFU and
earned my Bachelor in Psychology. Then I went to The Vancouver Art Therapy
Institute to become an art therapist. I currently work at The Carlile Youth
Concurrent Disorders Centre at Lions Gate Hospital and have my own private
practice in Vancouver. I also love event planning and work for Vancouver Visual
Art Foundation, which hosts the annual Art Vancouver International Art Fair.
I started to professionally sell my artwork in 2015 when I began to exhibit in
art fairs around the world. I’m very blessed to have art collectors and agents
around the world.
What inspires you as an artist? I am a contemporary artist always experimenting
with new materials. Traveling the world is my inspiration and I learn from other
artists I meet along the way.
How did your time at Collingwood support your love for art? Ms. Geddes was my
AP art teacher and Mr. Francis was my photography teacher. They were both so
positive while encouraging me to do my best! And always so supportive when
I’ve come back to Collingwood to find volunteers.
What are your fondest memories of Collingwood? Art, photography, friends, sports
games, and the amazing teachers who were always so patient with me!!!
What advice you would give current students? Try everything, travel the world
and follow your dreams!
You can view Taisha’s work at taishateal.com

A special Collingwood thank you to Tim O’Neill
This year marks the end of the term for Chair of the Alumni
Executive Committee, Tim O’Neill, who has served on the
committee since 2017. Tim was a founder at Collingwood
starting in Gr. 1 in 1984 and continued at Collingwood
until Gr. 10. Thank you, Tim, for your years of service and
for leading and creating engaging alumni programs over
the years. Ariana Sairafi ’11, a member of the Executive
Committee since 2018, will be taking up the role of Chair.

IN-PERSON ALUMNI
EVENTS ARE BACK!
Our CAVS Business Lunch finally returned
in-person this past spring. We were joined
by Sam Gharegozlou, a 2006 alum and
Co-Founder and President of Axiom Zen
and winner of the Mackenzie Award for
Academics, for a fireside chat moderated
by Alumni Executive Committee member
Joey Tai’ 06. Sam shared how Axiom Zen
brought together a team of tech-savvy
individuals around the simple idea of
future-building to create some of the
most successful properties in gaming
and entertainment today. With several
exciting events being planned for fall,
be on the lookout for news about these
amazing opportunities to connect with
other Collingwood alumni.

REUNIONS RETURN!
This spring, many graduating classes
were finally able to gather and celebrate
their reunions at the Morven campus.
With a flurry of events that included 10,
20 and 30-year reunions, Collingwood
alumni, former and current faculty
gathered to enjoy socializing and
reminiscing. Dates and information for
upcoming reunions will be coming soon!
For more information, contact alumni@
collingwood.org.

JOIN THE COLLINGWOOD
ALUMNI EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Do you want to get involved in the
planning of alumni events and initiatives?
Applications are now open for the
Alumni Executive Committee. You can
apply at collingwood.org/alumni/alumniexecutive-committee
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Donor Report 2021-2022 School Year
Why We Give
“Although it was our first year at Collingwood after relocating
from Hong Kong, our children were immediately welcomed
into the school community and have thoroughly enjoyed
the abundance of educational programs the School has to
offer. Many of these programs rely on financial donations, and
as such, we felt it was important to support the School and
in particular, the Outdoor Education Program at Wentworth,
which we think is unique and provides the students with a
valuable experience. We would encourage other families to
support a program they feel strongly about as well.”
-The Yoshino Kitahara Family

There are many ways to support Collingwood School, from
volunteering on our Board and Parent’s Council, providing
support for teaching and learning through classroom activities
and making financial donations. We are grateful for each and
every action of support. Thank you! The purpose of this Donor
Report is to share with our community the importance and
impact your donations have on our students and School.

The Tartan Fund
The Tartan Fund is the fuel for the pursuit of passions at
Collingwood. Your donation enables our students to deepen
their learning and reach for their dreams. As an unrestricted
annual fund, gifts to the Tartan Fund are directed to priority
areas that have an immediate and lasting impact on students’
learning and growth at both our campuses.
Like all non-profit independent schools, tuition and
government grants cover most operating costs and
compensation. We rely on the generosity of our community to
fund enriched programs and learning resources, technology,
and health and wellness essentials.
Thank you to all our families who supported our Tartan Fund
for the 2021-2022 school year. 57% of our families participated
along with staff and alumni. Because of you, we were able to
raise $1,000,115!!!!
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Your Dollars at Work - Living the Impact
of the Tartan Fund
OUTDOOR ED
Thanks to donor support for the Tartan Fund, we have been
able to take our Outdoor Education program at Wentworth to
the next level. Equipment purchases such as snow shoes and
binoculars would not be possible without donations. We’ve
also been able to get a small shed to store games and teaching
supplies out in the local forest and are in the process of
building a low ropes course. These program opportunities allow
our students to learn everything from the identification of local
flora and fauna to leadership traits and interpersonal skills.
“Being outdoors has really changed how I feel about the world
around me. Something as simple as finding crabs underneath
the rocks at Ambleside or the excitement of watching a bird on
your hand has opened a door of infinite possibilities.”
-Jessica Zhao and Emily Zhang, Gr. 7
EXL
ExL, or Experiential Learning, is the name for our program in
the A/B and H block terms where students in Gr. 8 and 9 have a
day off-campus each week to participate in learning experiences
focused on healthy living, being active in nature, learning
about the community, socializing with peers and developing
independence. Organized by the Explore department in
collaboration with PHE, Heads of House, as well as other key
faculty contributors, ExL has been an excellent example of
how Collingwood is reimagining the delivery of dynamic
educational experiences. ExL activities support academic

SUPPORTING COLLINGWOOD

courses by providing students with immersive experiential
programming such as a visit to the Cheakamus Center in
Squamish to learn about Indigenous culture for Humanities 9.
“My favourite EXL activity this year was white water rafting
because it was so fun to go down the rapids and participate in a
team building activity with my friends!”
-Joelle Cohen, Gr. 8

PHE SPECIAL PROGRAMMING
Soccer, Hip Hop Dance and Jiu-Jitsu lessons impacted close to
700 K-7 Wentworth students who received specialist instruction
from a variety of expert athletes, coaches and instructors. From
practicing soccer foot skills to hip hop dance choreography
to defensive martial arts techniques, students were able to
experience new and different PHE activities with instructors.
“I really enjoyed getting creative and thinking outside the
box by expressing myself through the hip hop classes. I also
really enjoyed the flexibility and choice we were given in the
program when we created our dances. It was also fun to learn
new dance moves and let loose with my friends!
-Connie Jin, Gr. 6

WENTWORTH MUSIC
“Through playing instruments, students develop life skills such
as self-discipline, conflict resolution and time management.
Additionally, students begin to recognize their own feelings,
develop empathy, and feel the satisfaction of having success
at something that takes a lot of personal effort over a long
period of time. The Tartan Fund provides funding for basic
band necessities such as reeds, lubricants, cleaning supplies,
and repairs, plus capital purchases like new or replacement
instruments.”
-Natalie Prichard, Wentworth Music Teacher
NUVU
NuVu, an innovative studio-based school in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, partnered with Collingwood to execute our
first ever immersive design lab for Gr. 9 students.The NuVu
Challenge asks students to develop robots that explore the sea
floor and collect specimens using biomimetic grippers.

ROBOTICS
“To me, robotics is a powerful tool for education. In school,
we often don’t get the opportunity to solve problems which
can only be solved with a combination of multiple subjects
and disciplines. The beauty of Collingwood robotics is
that students are supported through this program, and as
they develop other skills in other classes, they are able to
test them and hone them in the robotics field. The Tartan
Fund allows the robotics department to share this powerful
multidisciplinary educational experience with as many
students as possible.”
- Quinn Reynolds, Gr. 11

“My experience with Nuvu has been eye-opening. By inspiring
us to think outside of the box, we secured an indisputable
will for innovation. By the end of the week, we were working
on complex concepts like biomimicry. One of my favourite
moments in the NuVu workshop was being able to incorporate
sustainability in the STEM field, a unique idea that is very
relevant.”
-Rasta Piri, Gr. 9
WELLNESS
Across the Wentworth campus there is currently much work
being done to support and further develop Social Emotional
Learning. Teachers are using specific programs such as Kelso’s
Choices, Mindup and the Zones of Regulation to help students
build a foundation of understanding their own emotions and
making responsible decisions.
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With the generosity of the Tartan Fund, we have been able to
purchase the Second Step social emotional learning program
for all of our classrooms. The Second Step curriculum helps
children learn social-emotional skills such as responsible
decision-making, working together to solve problems,
managing strong emotions, and getting along with others,
which are skills that can help children succeed academically
and socially.

MORVEN DANCE
“Collingwood Dance has pushed me to challenge myself as
a creative artist and dancer through amazing opportunities
to create our own choreography. I have thoroughly enjoyed
working with other talented dancers and feel a satisfying sense
of accomplishment when we perform live for an audience. For
myself, Junior Dance Company and Senior Dance Company has
been something I look forward to every day and SDC is now an
irreplaceable part of my life.”
- Erica Cho, Gr. 10
“Throughout my 5 years of dance at Collingwood, I was exposed
to a whole other side of me. Learning about expression through
movement and performing to live audiences have immensely
increased my mental health and self-confidence.”
- Eva Bosa, Gr. 12
“As a student who recently joined the Senior Dance Company, I
truly mean it when I say that dance at Collingwood has changed
my life. I have never felt more supported by my teacher and
fellow friends and peers at Senior Dance Company.”
-Audrey Wong-Frick, Gr. 10

Tartan Fund Allocations 2021-2022:
CATEGORY

SUMMARY

AMOUNT

Arts

Art and design supplies, band revitalization, costumes and production support for
performances, dance workshops, replacement and purchase of musical instruments,
videography and film supplies

$158,796

Facility and classroom
improvements

Classroom renovation, furniture upgrades, playground enhancement

$375,696

Health & Wellness

Therapeutic equipment, coaches and guest instructors and programming
enhancements, analytical equipment for athletics, COVID-19 supplies, Second Steps Wellness
program, safety supplies, Wentworth gym soundproofing

$96,213

Experiential learning

EXL programming, service learning on both campuses, equipment for exploration
and learning such as snowshoes tents, outdoor activities like snow caving and Ocean
Ambassadors, pilot project to support future focused learning

$72,302

STEM

Classroom games and manipulatives, ALEKS Math pilot program, science equipment,
aquarium maintenance, salmon enhancement program, Nuvu pilot project, robotics
equipment and support

$93,669

Teaching & learning
enhancement

Work PODs, Gr. 3-4 literature circles, technology upgrades, library books, yearbook cameras
TOTAL
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$203,439
$1,000,115
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Additional Giving Opportunities at Collingwood
In addition to the Tartan Fund, donors can support the School
through gifts to our endowment, for student awards and major
projects. Throughout the year, we work with our Leadership
Team and staff who may identify additional funding needs for
priority projects.
For example, this year, new athletic vans were identified as
a priority. With our bus leases ending in June 2022 we were
provided with the opportunity to reassess our needs to ensure
we are best serving our programming and our students. It was
determined that the mini buses being used by Athletics (along
with Explore and other departments) for practices, tournaments
and field trips did not meet the needs of our programs. Due to
their size, these buses were difficult to maneuver, and our staff
did not feel comfortable or confident driving them. Flexibility at
events and tournaments was also limited as timing is dictated
by the driver’s schedule. The current busing arrangement limits
our students from accessing all possible opportunities and
necessitates a new approach.
Following stakeholder engagement and a needs assessment,
our Athletics team identified two fifteen-seat vans as the ideal
solution to provide transportation for our students and to
support their athletics and extra-curricular endeavours. As
there are no lease options available for these vehicles, we plan
to purchase them for the 2022/23 academic year. These new
athletics vans will impact the lives of over 250 students and 30
athletic teams across multiple grades.
With the amazing support of two of our families, we have
started to fund this project with a matching gift of $50,000. For
more information about how to support this project and take
advantage of a matching gift opportunity, please contact our
Executive Director of Advancement, Rebecca Kerbel at 604-9253331 ext 2293.
“Some of my fondest memories from my time at Collingwood
revolve around traveling with my team and coaches to sporting
events. I’m excited for the opportunity to help facilitate
creating more memories!”
-Riley Senft, Alumni and Parent
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Thank you for your generosity in 2021-22
We recognize and acknowledge the generous gifts made by the following families and friends of Collingwood during the fiscal year
July 1, 2021 to Jun 30, 2022. Your support provides the fuel needed to help students pursue their passions at Collingwood. Our goal is
to encourage 100% participation in the Tartan Fund each year. To this end, we are recognizing donors who have given consecutively
for 3, 5 and 10+ years, as indicated. Thank you.

TARTAN FUND
Anonymous (X56)
Abdel-Barr Family
Jamshidi & Abri Family
Ros & Amir Adnani
Nadia Afshar
Hagan Ainsworth
Chris & Darien Allan
Zhong An & Jie Zhang
Andersen Family
Nasim & John Anderson
Aryaee Family
Payam & Shima Askari
Atmore Family
Tara & Jeremy Baker
Barone Family
Mary Beauchamp
Casey Bell & Michelle Iorio
Gordon & Teresa Benoit
Benson Family
Claire Benson-Mandl & Natalie Prichard
Nico & Kim Berg
Bie & Dou Family
Bilbey Family
Gordon Bird & Patti Daum
Boldizar Family
Jerry & Anita Bosa
Paul & Vikki Bosa
John & Donna Botti
Nick & Cynthia Boyd
Brandt Family
Darla Briggs & Bobby Sangha
Roberto Brogin & Maria Lanzafame
Brooks Family
Karey Brooks
Brossard Family
Burgos Moctezuma Family
Liquan Cai & Lihong Yang
Cai & Ji Family
Zhonggao Su & Yuping Cai
Darren Chen & Shelly Cao
Tony Dong & Jane Li
In Honour of Mr. Yoon

💛

♥

💙

💙

💛

💛

💛

💙

💙

💛

💙
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Kevin Carpenter & Jae Ahn
Cechini Family
Chala Family
Conrad Chan
Chan Family
Vivian Chang
Mansour Chatti & Xinli Zhou
Chen’s Family
David Chen & Tiffany Huang
Daniel Mao’s Family
RenMin Wei & Li Chen
Aerin & Kaylin
Shuguang Tan & Si Chen
Eric & Sophie Chen
Benjamin Jiang ‘26 & Daniel Jiang ‘29
Zhangxi & Yun Chen
Peter Huang
Stevens & Christopher Family
Henry & Catherine Chu
Gerald Cole
Shelley Sung Cole
Jack Colquhoun ‘27
Cormier Family
Dong Zhang & Qi Cui
McAdam Family
Honghua Dai & Lixiang Tang
Ling Wu & Lianjie Dai
Dai Family
Rachel Davidson
DeLuise Family
Lawrence Sun & Jasmine Deng
Lian Family
Diao Family
Robert Dion
Sarah Nie
Tracy Dong & Luning Yu
Tony Dong & Jane Li
Du & Fu Family
Du & Bai Family
Viktor Dubovyy
Shahab Kangarani & Samareh Sabet
Alfonso & Anya Ergas
Tom Guo & Angela Fan
Henry Yan’s Family

💛

💙

💙

💛

💙

💙

💛

💛

💙

💙

💛

💙

💛

💛

💛
💛

💛

♥

💙

💙

Jeffrey Zhao & May Fan
Haijiang Fang & Yuxia Fu
James & Leslie Farrar
Saman Fartash Mehr & Lida Mosadegh
Jian Feng & Huizhi Meng
Li Gang Feng & Hong Ji
Feng & Meng Family
Tom Frick & Caroline Wong
Frigon Family
Fu & Wang Family
Fu & Zhu Family
James Hu & Sherry Fu
Haoyu Gai & Mingyi Bao
Garrick Gao & Family
Gao Family
Christopher & Laurie Gillin
Helen Gould
Susan & Peter Green
Greyell Family
Groenewold Family
Haoping Zhu & Jizhong Gu
Warren Ling & Jennifer Gu
Guo & Fan Family
Yao Guo & Ying Can Tang
Paymann & Ellie Hajinabi
Evan Hall
Lynn Hammond
Han Family
Xiao Han & Ivy Zhou
David Hargreaves
Bevin Harrison & Michael Scholz
Hart Family
Stephan Hautz
Yajun He & Juanjuan Cheng
Mai Family
Sherry Heard
Kaycie Hebert
Henrichsen Family
Adam & Tanis Hill
Holm Family
Nathan Hou’s Family
Howard Family
Zhi Dong Huang & Wei Hu
Guo & Hu Family

💛

💛

💙

💙

💙

💛

💛

💙

💙

Years of consecutive giving:

💛 Three 💙 Five ♥ Ten plus
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Qin Chen & Aileen Hua
Huang & Chen Family
Ando Family
Long Yu Huang & Vivian Yan
Huabin Tang & Wei Huang
Eric Zhu & Linda Huang
Jackson Family
Chris Jacoby
Jahangiri Family
DeCoteau Family
Homeyra Jamshidi
Jonathan Han’s Family
Zhao Family
Jiang & Shen Family
Gary Tsui & Jessica Jin
Hao Wang & Nicole Jin
Qi Jin & Claire Jiang
Wei & Jin Family
Yang Jin & Ran Hu
Hongbiao Jin & Naijun Jing
Johansson Family
Sangsoo Park & Youngkeum Jung
Kaboly-Zadeh Family
Martin Simpson & Marina Kasapi & Family
Neil & Karen Kelly
Kyran & Ian Kennedy
Rebecca Kerbel
Khashei Family
Kim & Xiao Family
Wan Family
Kondopulos Family
Wentien Kuan & Qian He
Lamarre Family
He Family
Tian Lan & Yuanyuan Wang
Lavis Family
Antinori Family
Anita Lee & Vinay Dhingra
James Lee & Jennifer Wilson-Lee
Junwoo Lee & Monnyoung Uhm
Yu Li & Hattie Lee
Dr Peter & Lisa Leung
Li Family
Chen Zhi & Lisa Li
Fu & Li Family
YunHong Li & Guang Tian
Guangxin Hou & Hua Li
Li & Cai Family
Michael Li & Linna We
Li & Ge Family
Alec Li & Vivian Yeung
Wengang Li & Lilei Wei
Li Family
Yan & Jing

💙

💙

💛

💙

♥

♥

💛

♥

💛

💙

Zhang & Li Family
Xiaoling Li & Yanyi Liu
Lian Family
Liang’s Family
Liao & Xu Family
Fei Ge & Zhen Lin
Feng Lin & Hong Hong Jiang
Xiao Tian Liu & Lynne Lin
Ling & Ying Family
Ling & Wang Family
Ming & Shin Liu
Wu Family & Alyssa L ‘32
Liu & Zhang Family
Xiang Ran & Li Li Liu
Johnny Zhang & Fiona Liu
Yijun Liu & Ziyuan Lu
Jack Liu & Winnie Lu
Liu & Yu Family
Jay Liu & Harriet Ji
I Chun Lo & Xiao Xue Zhang
Lovell & Vieira-Ribeiro Family
Kevin Kan & Lucy Lu
Michael Lu & Chieh-Lin Fang
Chang & Lu Family
Michael Ma & Grace Lu
Xun Lu & Liyuan Guo
Luo Family
Luo & Gao Family
Lance Xu & Crystal Luo
Luo & Tian Family
Lustig Family
Tami Lyon
Yue Family
Amy Li & Shenfang Ma
Zijiang Yang & Mark Ma
Ajmail & Ragi Prewal
Mansour Family
Sue Matthews
Calvin & Andrea McDonald
McElgunn Family
McInnis Family
Morgan McLaughlin
Baicheng Mei & Cunyan Jiang
Hongbin Yang & Li Li Meng
Wang & Meng Family
Miller Family
Montalbano Family
Khushboo Moolchandani
Troy & Barbara Moreira
Zhang & Mu Family
Zhang & Mu Family
Hiok Hhu & Kristin Ng
Qijun Lu & Qingqign Ni
Sally Nicholas

💛

♥
💛

♥

💙

💙

Angela Nielsen Coelho
John & Leah O’Neill
Tim & Sara O’Neill
Ong Family
Hwang Family
Lin Ou & Jingfeng Ling
Kostas Panagiotopoulos & Kamila Reznicek
Matthew & Nadia Parker
Amir & Behnaz Tehrani
Richard & Yvonne Parsons
Paterson Family
Ali & Kirsten Pejman
Claire Chan
Pezim Family
Pickering Family
Ali & Reem Pirbhai
Piri Family
Brent & Wendy Pollock
Andrew & Rola Priatel
Hermanson/Psarianos Family
Jianfeng Qiu & Yi Lai
Tong Qiu & Minming Yu
Qu & Huang Family
Steven & Jennifer Reynolds
Roseman Family
Catherine & Killian Ruby
Hamid Sairafi & Mahasti Mofazali
Zahra & Nick Salisbury
Nicolas Jimenez & Christa Sanders
Saremi Family
Sasaji Family
Emily & Shayne Schwede
Scobie Family
Sarah & Carson Seabolt
E Cooper Seeman
Fan Tao Meng & Elena Shalagina
Shan & Liu Family
Steven & Samuel
Shariff Family
Shen & Huang Family
Xu & Shi Family
Shi Family
Thomas ’28 & Mira ’31 Zhang
Kuan Wang & Jessie Shi
Andrew Shirkoff & Lisa Evans
Tori & Trevor Short
Shu Family
Mengli Shuai & Yuexin Zhu
Simpson Family
Kathryn Slemko
Carey & David Smith
Banny & Kim Sohal
Janey Song & Hope Chen
Xin Family

💙

💛

💙

💛

💙

💙

♥

💙

♥

♥
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Wei Wang & Yun Song
Song & Shi Family
Brei Souza
Steane Family
Brad & Lisa Steiman
Dean & Meredith Stevenson
Mark & Sue Stock
Christine Stuart
Shun Zhu & Annie Su
Shameer & Natasha Suleman
Kevin Layden & Tamara Summers
Shi Gang Wang & Yanyan Sun
Jianguang Sun & Xiaoqing Liu
Xiao Long Sun & Jian Geng
Sun & Liu Family
Zhiqi Sun & Tian Gao
Sunderland Family
Aria Taheri Amin
James Tait & Tricia Yurkowski
Jane & Rod Talaifar
Kenny Tam & Hyun Me Kim
Donghua Tan & Wenting Tang
Wang & Tan Family
Paul Tan & Susan Hu
Hao Wang & Zhenmin Tang
Bruce Li & Juniper Tang
Yanping Ma & Wei Tang
Jacky Cai & Iris Tang
Youwei Li & Xiaojun Tang
Norm & Christy Taylor
Telfer Family
Lindsay & Ginette Thierry
Norman-Thiessen Family
Kanewske Family
Jin Kai Tong & Han Yan Deng
Tong Family
Chouchou Tsui & Hunter Wang
Uygun Family
van der Werff Family
Marko & Julie Vesely
Virani Family
Ajit Nilakantan & Malathi Viswanathan
Vopni Family
Xuewei Chen & Yingguang Wan
Bizhuo Wang & Siwei Zhu
Jason & Ada Wang
Jianhui Wang & Yizhu Jiang
Jiaying Wang & Jessica Xu
Haiyan Liu & Jun Jie Wang
Kuo Liu & Mujun Wang
Wei Wang & Lei Ying
Wang & Guo Family
Qingmin Wang & Yaqian Zhang
Wang Family

💙

♥

💙

💛

💙

💙

💛

💙

💙
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Wang Family
Sheng Ming Wang & Guang Xia Li
Ying Wang & Shi Hui Xu
Dai & Wang Family
David Gan & Amy Wang
Wang & Tan Family
Jeff Wang & Jessie Xiao
Wang & Jiang Family
Song Wang & Xinyu Zhang
Frank & Lihua Wang
Yao Family
Jacky Qian & Helen Wang
Anna Wang & John Ren
Zhou Family
Marianne & Chris Wardle
Webb Family
Wei & Lu Family
Stacey & Weiss Family
Sue & Sean Wesenberg
Fay Wheatley-Yasar & Atilla Yasar
Gary & Sylve Whitfield
Nemelia & Hein Winckler
Wong & Cheng Family
Wong & Li Family
Henrichsen Family
Louise & Rodger Wright
Lisa & Bill Wrixon
Yihua Wu & Biao Zhou
Annabelle & Gen Wu
Huaxing Wu & Vivian Cao
Edward Lu & Sabrina Wu
Wendy Wu & Shicai Zheng
Yonghong Wu & Yun Wang
Catherine Wan Ze Wu
Dennis & Tina Xi
Zhen Zhi Huang & Alice Xia
Xiao & Wei Family
Jianrong Xie & Yutai Wang
Iris Xie & Family
Xie & Zhu Family
Xin & Li Family
Peng Xing & Zoe Zhong
Fei Xu & Lei Zhang
Julie Xu & Jinyang Li
Vivi Xu & Allen Wei
Danning Chen & Li Xu
Jason Niu ’24 & Family
Han Bao & Zhiwei Xu
Amy Liu ‘29 & Family
Christine Yang
Jade Yang & Adam Que
Mingda Yang & Meiling Fan
Yang & Li Family
Huang & Yang Family

💙

💙

💙
💙

💙

💛

💛
♥
💙

💛

💙

💛

💛

Wenbo Han & Pian Yang
Sophia Yang & Yong Fan
Mingmin Yao & Shanshan Yin
Yao & Qin Family
Xiaogang Yao & Man Tang
Yeganegi Family
Kevin Yeung & Sherwin Ngan
Hai Liu & Libing Yin & Family
Ally Yin & Michael Zhao
Brian Yip & Laura Wan
Kitahara Yoshino Family
Annie & Tony Young
Jay & Cissi Young
Marc & Molly Young
Kristi & Rob Young
Yu Family
Lucia Li & Robert Yu
Sarah Yu & Roger Yu
Alicia & Andy Yu
Le Yu & Xin Wang
Shirley Xuan Ying Yu
Vivian & Jonathan Yu
Kim Yupitun
Steve & Nancy Zadra
Jackie Zang & Lily Yuan
Jacqueline Zeng & Jason Xiao
Janet Liang & Steven Zhang
Zhang & Linghu Family
Edward Qin & Li Zhang
Qin & Zhang Family
Dunn Family
Cindy Zhang & Jerry Weng
Maria Zhang & Bob Wang
Xiao Juan Zhang & Yang
Zhang & Shan Family
Le Zhang & Xiangbo Wang
Ling Zhang & Shelley Cao
Tracy & Tom Zhang
Chan & Zhang Family
Nan Zhang & Sa Zou
Yang & Zhang Family
Tong Xi Zhang & Wu
Zhang & Li Family
Julie Zhang & Xiang Xue Gong
Yong Zhang & Yan Li
Yunlong Zhang & Yang Yang
Lei Zhao & Karen Yin
Lei Zhao & Alice Wang
Jeffrey Zhao & Annie Chen
Anna Zhao & Xinghai Liu
Yang Zhao & Juanzi Zhang
Wayne Zhao & Priscilla Zhou
Joan Zhao & Ziying Yan
Amber Zhao & Feng Wang
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Years of consecutive giving:

💛 Three 💙 Five ♥ Ten plus

SUPPORTING COLLINGWOOD

Evelyn & Andy Zheng
Zheng & Li Family
Yangzhao Chen & Xueying Zhong
Dong Zhou & Hai Xia Hua
Zhou Family
Frank Zhou & Mary Yang
Zhu & Hao Family
Zhu & Song Family
Haoping Zhu & Edward Gu
Lujun Wang & Ning Zhu
Sam & Mandy Zhug
Yufeng Zhu & Lyu Zhang
Hailey Zimcik
Lisa Bombini & Dominic Zimmermann
Jeff Liu & Tracy Zou
Kevin Zweep & Monique Terrillon

Ryan & Cindy Beedie
Oliver & Shirin Bock
Steven & Karen Bruk
Nick & Penny Geer
Holtby Family
Joe & Joanne Houssian
Paul & Darlene Howard
Katz Family
Kerfoot Family
Abdul & Hanifa Ladha
Harald & Sharlene Ludwig
Lugaro Jewellers Ltd.
Stuart & Della McLaughlin
Senft Family
Jun Xin & Jihua Song
Andy & Cheryl Szocs
Talal & Christi Yassin

FOUNDATION- AWARDS,
ENDOWMENTS AND MAJOR PROJECTS

Gold
($100,000-$249,999)

Anonymous (X1)
Nasim & John Anderson
Grads BC Photography & Video Inc
Chernoff Family Foundation
Harris & Company LLP
Sherry Heard
Adam & Tanis Hill
Lise Middleton
Nina & Denny Pagtakhan
Matthew & Nadia Parker
Dan Sander & Paige Bohn
Senft Family

Anonymous (x2)
Terry & Cindy Alexander & Family
Richard & Marilou Appleby
Paul Balfour & Cynthia Miles
Eric & Karen Carlson
Paul Chalmers & Barbara Inglis
Cameron & Wendy Currie
Chernoff Family Foundation
Cushman & Wakefield Ltd.
Remco Daal & Janice Quinn
Darc Family
Patrick Delesalle & Family
Kevin & Bonnie England
Darrell & Dierdre Ert
Estate of Winifred Townley Hill
Christian Falck & Lynn Weston
Martin Gouin
Jan Shen & Julia Huang
Huebner Family
Joffe Family
Brian & Tammi Kerzner
Eric & Jaye Kong
Leo Liang & Jessica Lu
Douglas & Carla Mason
Brian & Eleanor Minish
Guff & Beverley Muench
Gannif & Kitty Ng
Ford Nicholson & Lisa Wolverton
Robert & Beverly O’Neill
O’Sullivan Family
Christopher & Shelley Philps
Mark & Terry Pillon
Rowntree Family

💛

💛

♥

💛

♥

CUMULATIVE GIVING
TO THE SCHOOL & FOUNDATION
Diamond
($1,000,000 plus)
Collingwood School Foundation
Collingwood School Society
Bahadur Karim Family
William Lougheed
McCord Family
John & Leah O’Neill
Ian Telfer & Nancy Burke
Kyle & Janelle Washington

Platinum
($250,000-$999,999)
Tao Feng & Lily Ai
Nasim & John Anderson

Eric Savics
Azad & Yasmin Shamji
Dean & Julie Shepard
Lance & Terry Sparling
Brad & Lisa Steiman
Tuck Family
Lisa Wolverton
Paul & Devina Zalesky

Silver
($50,000-$99,999)
Amir & Yasmin Ahamed
Glenn & Nicola Bailey
Ray Castelli & Barbara Barry
Dale & Anna Bosa
Colin & Liz Bosa
Jim & Samantha Bosa
Kristy Brinkley
Graham & Linda Brown
David & Tamara Bustos
From a Christian Family
Dong Myung & Hyeansoon Cho
Clough Family
Sergio Cocchia & Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia
Hugh & Sharon Cooper
Scott & Susan Cressey
Robert & Carolyn Cross
Clarence & Brenda Debelle
Robert & Carmen Dickinson
John Dives & Shelley Williams
Gunnar & Cathy Eggertson
Dwight Harbottle & Sandra Enticknap
Roger Finnie & Wendy Gordon
Alan & Joan Finnie
Friedland Family
Xiang Xue Gong & Shu Li Zhang
Gordon Family
Ji Wu Guo & Sharon Yu
Richard & Ailsa Harris
Malcolm & Catherine Hasman
Hewson Family
Adam & Tanis Hill
Randy & Jo-Anne Hordo
Roger Husband
Kay & Yolanda Jessel
Hao Wang & Nicole Jin
Seyed Joharifard & Maryanne McLean
Blayne & Sharon Johnson
Lawrence & Ynez Kates
Laver Family
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SUPPORTING COLLINGWOOD

Kevin Layden
Bob & Ashlee Lewis
Lovett Lewis & Melanie Lloyd-Lewis
Richard & Gabrielle Loren
Lunter Family
Ming Luo & Qing Yin
Eric Yue & Maggie Ma
Patrick & Lorraine Ma
Sarah MacDonald
Yi Chang Mao & Sharon Rong
Anthony & Victoria Miachika
Troy & Barbara Moreira
Narwal Family
Neal Family
Edward & Barb Nemeth
Nowtash Family
Bruce & Ginny Orr
Bill Park & Kelly Hwang
Bill Park & Kirsten Nash
Popescu Family
Edward Qin & Li Zhang
Kurt Qin & Tracy Lu
Ross Family
Rodgers Ruan & Connie Zhou
Dan Sander & Paige Bohn
Dan Sanderson & Debbie Berto
Sekhon Family
Gordy & Debbie Smith
Jason & Monica Soprovich
Steiner Family
Brian Sturley & Nancy Lord
Robert & Chris Swenarchuk
Valagao Family
Vidalin Family
Yue Jun Wang & Jade Jiang
John & Elizabeth Withers
Brent & Linda Wolverton
Leslie Wong & Bridget Marsden
Chris & Catharine Wright
Morgan & Annabelle Wu
Yang Xiao & Linda Yang
Wei Yu Xu & Ying Wang
Scott & Elsa Yamaoka
Norman Yurik
Zongyu Zhang & Cindy Jiang
Randy Zien & Shelley Tratch
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Bronze
($25,000-$49,999)
Anonymous (x2)
Greg Aasen & Margaret Maclaren
Fareed & Sharon Ahamed
David & Esther Albiani
Munir & Alida Ali
Logan Anderson & Lorrie Archibald
Ansari Family
Jason & Andrea Armstrong
Aryaee Family
Nasser & Nayerehsadat Assadbeigi
Russell & Tonya Ball
Howard Barends & Ann Jefferson
Basran Family
Brian & Elizabeth Bassett
Rick & Lorraine Bennett
Shannon Bosa
Paul & Vikki Bosa
Darryl & Catherine Bowers
Nicholas & Cynthia Boyd
Stephen & Lois Braunheim
Frederick Bucci & Marian Coombs-Bucci
Robert Byford
Keith & Mary Francis Calder
Raymond Cao & Sally Sun
Jeff & Judy Chen
Wen-Mao & Mei-Yin Chen
Leo Chen & Family
Hong Chen & Angell Yin
Wen-Gin & Lee-Chuang Cheng
Nam Joon & Anna Cho
Kwan Choong & Jessica Choo
Charles Cleghorn & Marissa Poratto
Conrad & Monica Clemiss
Jack Colquhoun ‘27
Corbett Family
Cosulich Family
Steven de Jaray
Darrell & Nanette Der
Gurmit & Sarj Dhaliwal
Sandy Elliott
Robert & Alexandra Emlyn
Steven & Carol English
Morris Ergas & Sandy Elliott
Evanshen Family
Ron Goldie
Gwen Griffiths
Thomas & Lisa Haas
Fred Han & Hailey Yang
Chun Lei Han & Lan Peng
Rick & Holly Hastings
Mai Family

Jacob Heilbron & Heidi Castle
Howard Family
Paul Tan & Susan Hu
Gavin Hume & Tricia Janzen
Doug Irwin
Calvin & Lorena Jang
Jappy Family
Howard Barends & Ann Jefferson
Kai Feng Ji & Man Jia Wang
Nash & Shanaz Jiwa
Paul & Linda Joyce
Kelsall Family
Alan Kemp-Gee & Stephanie Green
Hojin & Eunsook Kim
Eric & Angela Kirschner
LCR Resources Ltd.
Michael Li & Linna Wei
Jack Li & Hatti Lee
Michael Liang & Hai Yan Zhang
Chi-Te & Chan Liao
Bill Macdonald
Kim Mailey & Victoria Rogers
Mansour Family
Alan Manzie & Margaret Steley
Arif & Tasnim Mawani
Danny McCarthy
Calvin & Andrea McDonald
Munson McKinney & Elizabeth Petticrew
Caren McSherry
Mellquist Family
Don & Debra Milliken
Montalbano Family
Dale & Marilyn Moscovitch
Murdoch Family
Mario & Angel Negris
Russell Negus & Ronnie Stevenson-Negus
Bernard Niamir & Bibi Malek
Bob Nowack & Jill Dawson Nowack
Kevin & Marie-Louise O’Neill
Wei Peng & Karen Chang
Pickles Family
The Jim Pattison Foundation
Johnson Qu & Hera Wang
Sally & Dean Ratcliffe
Mel & Kimberley Reeves
Gordon Reid & Janice Noble
Zhongyong Ren & Queena Wang
Robertson Family
Henry & Grace Sadowski
Mark & Diana Sawers
Yu Sheng & Lauren Wang
Nobuyuki & Kumiko Shibui
David & Carey Smith
Tony So & Mimie Lee

SUPPORTING COLLINGWOOD

Teruo & Shizuno Somura
David Sun & Sue Wang
Jin Sun & Selina He
David & Gaylean Sutcliffe
Brent Sutton & Lesley MacGregor
Irene Tiampo
Vickerstaff Family
Shafiq Walji
Michael & Jan Walker
Yan Sen Wang & Bai Mei Xie
Allen Wei & Vivi Xu
RenMin Wei & Li Chen
Weir Family
Westeinde Family
Jonathan & Julie Whitworth
Wile Family
Arthur Willms
Rodger & Louise Wright
Simon & Cindy Wu
Nina Yang & Michael Zhang
Ivy Yip
Jianping Dong & Luning Yu
Jack Yu & Ann Shi
Albert Yu & Yuki Jia
Roger Zhou & Rokki Wang
Shun Zhu & Annie Su

FOUNDER’S CIRCLE
Terry & Cindy Alexander & Family
Bailey Family
Graham & Maggie Baldwin*
Rick & Lorraine Bennett
Berto/Sanderson Family
Clough Family
Connie & Roy Cocchia
Kevin & Bonnie England
Enticknap/Harbottle Family
Joe & Joanne Houssain*
Paul & Darlene Howard & Family
Alan Kemp-Gee & Stephanie Green*
William & Norma Lougheed
Harald & Sharlene Ludwig
Bill MacDonald*
Manzie Family
Anthony & Victoria Miachika
Nowtash Family
Rob & Bev O’Neill
John & Leah O’Neill
O’Sullivan Family
Bruce & Ginny Orr*
Pickles Family*
Ross Family
Eric Savics*
Senft Family*
Sparling Family
Steiner Family
Szocs Family*
Arthur & June Willms Family
John & Bibi Withers
Zen Family
*“First Funders”

Collingwood School appreciates the
generosity of all our donors. Every
effort has been made to ensure the
listings in this report are accurate.
If an error or omission has occurred,
please accept our sincere apologies
and notify the Advancement office
at 604.925.3331, ext. 1182.
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SUNSHINE
FEATURE
TEACHER

Kyla Chau
English Teacher & Debate Coach Morven Campus

5 THINGS YOU DIDN’T
KNOW ABOUT HER:
1. Grew up in Middleton, Nova Scotia.
2. Has dyed her hair every colour
imaginable.
3. Once performed in Notre Dame
Cathedral with her choir group.
4. Can recite by memory any scene
from the Lord of the Rings trilogy.
5. Often sings Broadway show tunes
while grading essays.
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SERVICE STARS

ZacPacs 2.0
Collingwood Gr. 9 student Zac Weinberg is the
founder of the ZacPac Project. This service
initiative provides homeless people with a
waterproof, 30-litre bag full of useful supplies
for those living rough. Following up on their
successful 2020 campaign that distributed
2,200 bags, this past spring saw the return of
ZacPacs, with a focus on making an even bigger
difference in the lives of those experiencing
homelessness. This time, the 3,000 bags also
included a waterproof sleeping bag. With the
help of 14 of his Collingwood classmates and
other volunteers, the bags were packed and
then delivered to community agencies such as
Covenant House, the Salvation Army, and the
VPD, who then passed them on to people in
need. Zac and some of his classmates also had
the opportunity to personally distribute several
of ZacPacs at Vancouver’s Crab Park.

Bear Yeung wins 2021 BC Medal
of Good Citizenship
Collingwood Gr. 6 student Jonathan “Bear” Yeung has
actively helped the North Shore community since he
started cleaning up beaches at age five. When COVID-19
struck, Bear learned about our exhausted frontline health
care workers. He responded by using his life savings of
$70 to purchase healthy snacks and electrolyte drinks for
the team at Lions Gate Hospital. When he realized the
pandemic was persisting, he engaged other community
members and companies to help expand and maintain his
snack drive for over a year. He then realized that children
being treated at B.C. Children’s Hospital were isolated
from their families and friends due to strict COVID-19
visitation restrictions. As a result, Bea started a toy and
tablet drive that resulted in the delivery of 159 electronic
tablets and over 1,000 new toys to Children’s Hospital
in time for Christmas. For these and his other inspiring
service efforts, Bear was awarded a 2021 BC Medal of
Good Citizenship.

Help support our
students as they pursue
their passions.

The 2022-23 Tartan Fund is counting on you!
Thank you for your continued support of the Tartan Fund. Let’s make
this Giving Tuesday, November 29th the biggest Tartan day ever. You
can also make a donation any time at collingwood.org/tartan

Return all undeliverable Canadian addresses to:
Collingwood School
70 Morven Dr, West Vancouver, BC V7S 1B2 Canada

